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Relation between diabetes mellitus type II and obesity

Obesity and T2d have a complex but direct relationsheep. Obesity stands out as a primary risk

factor for T2D. According to its participation in T2D it can be assumed as a precursor for it,

followed by insuline leading T2D [1–3].

Degree clustering correlation

Furthermore, the degree and CC of all the sub-networks of the normal as well as disease are

negatively correlated (Figure.S1) as found for other biological systems. [4]. he degree and CC

of the normal and the disease networks are negatively correlated (Figure.S1), as found in the

case of other biological systems. This negative correlation indicates that the low degree nodes

tend to form modules which are connected through the high degree nodes for proper functioning

of a system [5].

Degree distribution of nodes having CC=1

Out of 72 proteins, the least degree a protein can have is two as all these proteins have CC = 1

indicating that they are part of atleast a lowest order clique of size three. There are 42 proteins

have degree two. What follows that the lower degree proteins lying towards periphery should

correspond to end product. Since all these nodes having CC = 1 have zero to close to zero
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betweenness centrality confirm that this indeed is the case of the these nodes and suggest that

they are not involved in many pathways. Although there are many proteins which correspond to

end products lying on the periphery of the network having degree one (Fig. S2), we concentrate

here on those proteins which in addition to have less degree has property of having CC = 1.

Degree distribution of the networks

The degree distribution p(k) of both the normal and the disease sub-networks follow power law

(Figure S3) indicating that few nodes have very high degree.

Functional properties of proteins denoted as top degree node

in disease

UBB(Ubiquitin B)- It is our 1st top degree node in disease cell line D1 which scored degree

of 112 among high degree nodes and bears 444 as its node index. This protein is one of the

most conserved proteins known. In normal cell line it scores a degree 40 and bears 1458 as

its index no. In normal cells it is part of Ubiquitin- Proteasome complex which has a major

role in targeting cellular proteins for ATP dependent degradation by the 26S. In diseased cells

functioning of this complex is either less or absent in which directly leads to T2D [37, 38].

INS (Insulin)-It is our 1st top degree node in disease cell line D2 which scored degree of 148

among high degree nodes and bears 60 as its node index. In normal cells it scores a degree 118

and bears 111 as its index no and also bears a position of 1st top degree node in normal cell line

N3. In normal cells Insulin functions in the normalization of the elevated blood glucose level.

But in T2D cells are resistant of insulin and production of insulin gets decreased which directly

leads to T2D [66].
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Functional properties of proteins denoted as top degree node

in normal

UBC(Ubiquitin C)- It is our 1st top degree node in normal cell line N1 which scored degree

of 182 among high degree nodes and bears 1459 as its node index. This protein is one of the

most conserved proteins known. In disease cell line it is absent. In normal cells it is a part of

Ubiquitin- Proteasome complex which has a major role in targeting cellular proteins for ATP

dependent degradation by the 26S. In diseased cells functioning of this complex is either less or

absent in which primly leads to T2D [37, 38].

ALB(Albumin)- It is our 2nd node in normal cell line N1 which scored degree of 148 among

high degree nodes and bears 414 as its node index. In disease cell lines it has 146 and 79

degree in D1 and D2 respectively. It is as globular, negatively charged, water-soluble protein

that is synthesized in the liver. In normal cells functions include maintaining osmotic pressure

and transporting a variety of circulating molecules. In diabetes it functions for the same but its

production level get slightly elevated in T2D [67–69].

CD4(cluster of differentiation 4)- It is our 3rd node in normal cell line N1 which scored

degree of 121 among high degree nodes and bears 1883 as its node index. In disease cell line it

is less functional or absent. In normal cells it functions as a co-receptor that assists the T cell

receptor (TCR) in communicating with an antigen-presenting cell. CD4 also interacts directly

with MHC class II molecules on the surface of the antigen-presenting cell using its extracellular

domain [70].

AKT1(alpha serine/threonine-protein kinas)- It is our 4th node in normal cell line N1 which

scored degree of 108 among high degree nodes and bears 1440 as its node index. In disease

cell line it has 309 as its index no. This protein is named as RAC-alpha serine/threonine-protein

kinase a sub unit of serine/threonine kinase AKT that plays a key in regulating cell survival,
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insulin signaling in normal cells. But alteration in its activation pathway directly leads to insulin

resistance and leads to T2D [71–73].

UBA52(Ubiquitin A-52 Residue Ribosomal Protein Fusion Product 1)- It is our 1st top

degree node in Normal cell line N2 which scored degree of 106 among high degree nodes

and bears 604 as its node index. This protein is one of the most conserved proteins known.

In disease cell line it scores a degree 86 and bears 282 as its index no. In normal cells it is

part of Ubiquitin- Proteasome complex which has a major role in targeting cellular proteins for

ATP dependent degradation by the 26S. In diseased cells functioning of this complex is either

less or absent in which primly leads to T2D. Sometimes Selective expression of UbA52 in the

renal tubules suggests that the ubiquitin-proteasome proteolytic system is indeed operative in

this compartment of the kidney and might play an important role in diabetic nephropathy. Its

release in urine can potentially work as a diagnostic marker [37, 38, 74, 75].

TP53 or P53(Tumor protein p53)- It is our 2nd node in normal cell line N2 which scored

degree of 105 among high degree nodes and bears 710 as its node index. In disease cell line

it is absent. In normal cell it encodes the tumor suppressor protein p53, which is known to be

involved in cell-cycle control, apoptosis and maintenance of genetic stability, thereby protecting

the organism from cellular damage. P53 is expressed in all tissues, but at very low levels under

normal conditions [76, 77].

IL6(Interleukin-6)- It is our 2nd and last top degree node in Normal cell line N3 which scored

degree of 111 among high degree nodes and bears 528 as its node index. In disease cell line it

scores a degree 2 and bears 276 as its index no. In normal cells it acts as a cytokine and not

only involved in inflammation and infection responses but also in the regulation of metabolic,

regenerative, signaling, and neural processes. Specific co-relation between T2D and IL-6 is not

specified but increased serum levels of interleukin 6 (IL-6) are associated with increased risk of

T2D and insulin resistance [78–81].
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0.1 Biological significance of proteins involved in preserved structures

The functional properties of these nodes reveal that out of 34 there are 6 proteins, namely

ADAMTS9, G5A, PIK3C2A, VAPA, SPTBN2 and CTNNB2, which are responsible for regu-

lating the levels of insulin in the blood leading to insulin resistance which is a primary symp-

tom of the occurrence of type 2 diabetes in an individual [82]. Another set of proteins having

CC = 1 namely NR2C2, AGER, CACNA1D and CD59 are involved in the abnormal secre-

tion and absorption of glucose which is another reason for DM-II. Some proteins viz. PTPRN,

TGM2, SCARB2, VAPA, CBX3 and SPTBN2 are involved both in the insulin resistance and

aberrant glucose metabolism [83]. Further, TAGLN and VDAC2 are two proteins which are

found up-regulated in obesity and as obesity is strongly associated with DM-II, these proteins

stand important for occurrence of the disease. SLC16A1 is associated with regulation of lipid

metabolism and is also a novel protein for DM-II [84]. Proteins OTUB1, UCHL1, NQO1 and

PSMC5 have significant roles in ubiquitin-proteosome system which is regulated in DM-II.

Next, expressions of SLC3A2 and IGHA1 are altered which are associated with excess uri-

nation and thereby leading to the disease state as excessive urination is a major symptom of

DM-II. Moreover, VDAC2 and HPRT1 play a major role in house-keeping functions of the

cell by energy regulation. Other proteins C6, C8A, NME3, DDC, FBLN1 and EKB are not

directly related with the onset of the disease and perform house-keeping functions. Elaboration

on above analysis is given in supplementary material. What follows that, out of 34, 28 proteins

are directly responsible for the occurrence of DM-II. The nodes having CC equals to one com-

mon in both the disease and normal have a significant role in the occurrence of the disease. We

further compare these structural properties to various other model networks namely random,

small world network and configuration networks to examine the deviation of the disease and

normal networks from the random controls.
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Detailed functional properties of common proteins having CC=1

CTNNB1(Catenin(cadherin-associated protein), beta 1, 88kDa)- It is a part of WNT signal-

ing pathway which plays important role in several processes like adipogenesis, fat production,

strong activator of mitochondrial biogenesis, also leads to increased production of reactive oxy-

gen species(ROS). This ROS-induced damage is significant because it can cause the develop-

ment of acute hepatic insulin resistance, or injury induced insulin resistance. In diseased cells

single nucleotide polymorphisms in -cat/TCF lowers -catenin levels which leads to the alter-

ation or mutation of WNT signaling pathway make cells more susceptible to the development

of T2D [6–11].

Summary- This protein is involved in WNT signaling pathway, which has important role in

increased production of reactive oxygen species(ROS) which leads to insulin resistance (main

cause of T2D).

TGM2(Transglutaminase 2)- It is a multi-functional enzyme which catalyzes transamidation

reactions or acts as a G-protein(guanosine nucleotide-binding protein) in intracellular signaling

in normal cells. In disease cells lacking TGM2 makes them glucose intolerant and show impair-

ment of insulin secretion, suggesting an important physiological role for TG2 in the pancreatic

cell [12].

Summary- This acts as a G-protein in intracellular signaling in normal cells. Mutation in

this leads to abnormal insulin secretion and glucose intolerance.

SCARB2(Scavenger Receptor Class B, Member 2/ Lysosome membrane protein 2)- It is a

class B scavenger receptor normally functions as membrane protein whose expression is preva-

lent in vascular lesions. Raised levels of glucose, insulin resistance, low HDL cholesterol,

increased levels of free fatty acid (FFA) all result in increased expression of CD36, thereby con-

tributing to T2D. Adipocytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-), C-reactive pro-
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tein (CRP), adiponectin, leptin, resistin along with peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-

(PPAR-) are important mediators in glucose homeostasis in association with CD36 and can

be used as markers for T2D and atherosclerosis. Several of these gene variants have shown

association with lipid metabolism, T2DM and related complications [13].

Summary- It is a class B scavenger receptor, its increased expression leads to Raised levels

of glucose, low HDL cholesterol, increased levels of free fatty acid (FFA), and insulin resis-

tance.

TAGLN(Transgelin) Expression level of this protein is up-regulated during obesity and lead-

ing T2D. A functional role of this protein is unclear. Two transcript variants encoding the same

protein have been found for this gene [14, 15].

Summary- Expression level of this protein is up-regulated during obesity and leading T2D.

SPTBN2(Spectrin, Beta, Non-Erythrocytic 2 )- It is a component of Cell membrane-cytoskeleton

and is composed of two alpha and two beta spectrin subunits. Also regulates the glutamate sig-

naling pathway and insulin signaling. In diseased cells due to increased protein glycosylation it

is responsible for membrane abnormalities and develop insulin resistance causing T2D [16,17].

Summary- This protein regulates the glutamate signaling pathway and insulin signaling. In

diseased cells due to increased protein glycosylation it is responsible for membrane abnormali-

ties and development of insulin resistance causing T2D.

VAPA(Vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A)- It is present in the plasma

membrane and intracellular vesicles. It is associated with the cytoskeleton, vesicle trafficking,

membrane fusion, protein complex assembly and cell motility, and also acts as receptor in Cal-

cium signaling toolkit in normal cells. In diseased cells its expression got decreased with -1.35

folds which directly affects cell adhesion and vascular complications in T2D. any alteration in

Ca2+ signaling adversely effects on cell survival and insulin secretion leading T2D [18, 19].
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Summary- This protein playes important role in insulin secretion as receptor in Calcium

signaling toolkit, and alteration in expression affects insulin secretion.

PTPRN(Receptor-type tyrosine-protein phosphatase-like N)- It is involved in Ca2+ -regulated

pathway as receptor in INS-1 cells which relates with glucose-induced exocytosis of insulin se-

cretory granule (ISGs) in their biogenesis. Also regulate glucose stimulated -cell proliferation.

Destruction and dysfunction of the insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas directly leads

to T2D. And Deletion of PTPRN resulted in mild glucose intolerance and decreased glucose-

responsive insulin secretion [20–24].

Summary- In ca2+ regulated pathway and glucose stimuilated B-cell proliferation, dys-

functioning or deletion makes cells glucose intolerance and decreased glucose-responsive in-

sulin secretion and leads to T2D.

PYCR1(Pyrroline-5-Carboxylate Reductase 1)- It catalyzes the NAD(P)H-dependent con-

version of pyrroline-5-carboxylate to proline in normal cells. its upregulation in high glucose

conditions leads to the development of various diabetic complications including cardiovascular

diseases, dibetic nephropathy, and retinopathy through upregulating cytokines such as TNF-a,

IL-1B, IL-6, and MCP-1 in monocytes, by the IFN-a pathway which leads to T2D [25–35].

Summary- This protein catalyzes conversation of proline in normal cells, and upregulation

in diseased cells leads to alteration of IFN-a pathway and ultimately to T2D.

OTUB1(Ubiquitin thioesterase OTUB1/otubain-1)- It interacts with another protien ubiquitin

protease and an E3 ubiquitin ligase that inhibits cytokine gene transcription in the immune

system. It participates in specific Ubiquitin- Proteasome pathway /complex, which has a major

role in targeting cellular proteins for ATP dependent degradation by the 26S. Any alteration or

change in this pathway makes cell more susceptible to T2D [36–38].

Summary- This protein interacts with ubiquitin protease and thus participate in Ubiquitin-

Proteasome pathway, which playes major role in targeting cellular proteins for ATP dependent
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degradation by the 26S makes cell more susceptible to T2D.

SLC3A2(4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain)- In normal cells mainly functions for renal

handling of citrat, oxidative metabolism, codes for 4F2 heavy chain (activator of dibasic and

neutral amino acid transporters) and also involved in the transport of the bulky branched-chain

amino acids which are very important in regulation of blood pressure and urine excretion and

water re-absorption. 4F2hc can interact with GLUT1; such interaction promotes the stabi-

lization of GLUT1 and contribute to the regulation of glucose metabolism. In diseased cells

its expression gets upregulated and responsible for excessive urine excretion and alteration in

SKG1 signaling pathway leading T2D [39–46].

Summary- This protein mainly functions for renal handling, its increased expression leads

to excessive urine excretion.

VDAC2(Voltage-dependent anion-selective channel protein 2 )- It is a Part of voltage de-

pendent anion channel (VDAC) which playes important role in cellular energy regulation, mi-

tochondrial cell apoptpsis in normal cells. And due to its functional importance it is directly

associated with T2D and helps us in understanding of pathological conditions such as obesity

and T2D [47–51].

Summary- This protein is a part of voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) which playes

major role in cellular energy regulation, mitochondrial cell apoptpsis, and any alteration in func-

tioning if this channel leads to obesity and T2D.

UCHL1(Ubiquitin Carboxyl-Terminal Esterase L1 (Ubiquitin Thiolesterase))- It is a thiol

protease that hydrolyzes a peptide bond at the C-terminal glycine of ubiquitin, specifically ex-

pressed in the neurons and in cells of the diffuse neuroendocrine system in normal cells. It is

an important component of the ubiquitin-proteasome system. It increases the available pool of

ubiquitin to be tagged onto proteins destined to be degraded by the proteasome. In diseased

cells Loss of Uchl1 increases the susceptibility of pancreatic beta-cells to programmed cell
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death, indicating that this protein plays a protective role in neuroendocrine cells and illustrat-

ing a link between T2D and neurodegenerative diseases. This gene is specifically expressed in

the neurons and in cells of the diffuse neuroendocrine system. Mutation in this gene leads to

T2D [52–54].

Summary- This protein is a Component of the ubiquitin-proteasome system, In diseased

cells it increases the susceptibility of pancreatic beta-cells to programmed cell death, mutations

in this gene leads to T2D.

HPRT1 ( hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1)- Nucleotide salvage enzymes adeny-

losuccinate synthetase and adenylosuccinate lyase were elevated above normal in the diabetic

heart, whereas hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase was not altered [55].

Summary- Housekeeping function.

NME3 (nucleoside diphosphate kinase 3)- Major role in the synthesis of nucleoside triphos-

phates other than ATP. The ATP gamma phosphate is transferred to the NDP beta phosphate via

a ping-pong mechanism, using a phosphorylated active-site intermediate. Probably has a role

in normal hematopoiesis by inhibition of granulocyte differentiation and induction of apopto-

sisn [56].

Summary- It is not directly involved in diabetes mellitus II.

CbX3 (carbenoxolone 3) - It is shown to improve insulin sensitivity when dosed to healthy

human. When it is dosed to lean type 2 diabeteic patient, improved insulin sensitivity, reduced

glucose production and glycogenolysis were reported [57].

Summary- Involvement in insulin sensitivity, reduced glucose production and glycogenol-

ysis.

Ddc (dopa decarboxylase)-It does not have a direct role in occuring DM-II. It is found to Cat-

alyze the decarboxylation of L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) to dopamine, L-5-hydroxytryptophan

to serotonin and L-tryptophan to tryptamine [58].
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Protein Function

ADAMTS9 pancreatic beta cell dysfunction and decrease in insulin sen-

sitivity.

NR2C2 down-regulation leading to hypoglycaemia which is directly

related to TYD

C6 gluconeogenesisleads to deficiency in insulin sensitivity

G5A involved in glycolysis pathway useful for glucose produc-

tion

IGHA1 immunoglobulin related to the functioning of pancreatic

cells

C8A gluconeogenis and in disease state leads to decrease insulin

sensitivity

PIK3C2A present in mitochondria and leads helps in energy transfer

AGER involved in glycolytic pathway and in disease state it is

down-regulated which leads to less insulin uptake in the

body

NQO1 is downregulated in obesity and as obesity is directly related

to TYD it is directly involved.

FBLN1 It is a marker for arterial extracellular matrix alterations in

type 2 diabetes

CACNA1D is downregulated in the disease state which is associated

with calcium transport in the cell.

EKB is a drug molecule associated with the growth factors of a

cell and are associated with various cancers

SLC16A1 alters lipid metabolism, most notably causing an increase in

intracellular triacylglycerol levels. It has been targeted as a

novel candidate protein for type 2 diabetes with a possible

role in triacylglycerol metabolism.

CD59 CD59 impairs complement regulation on erythrocytes lead-

ing to poor glycaemic control in diseased sate.

Table S1: Biological functions. Functional description of proteins having CC=1.
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Summary-It is not directly involved.

SERPINA3(Alpha 1-antichymotrypsin)- In normal cells Alpha 1-antichymotrypsin inhibits

the activity of enzymes as proteases, cathepsin G that is found in neutrophils, and chymases.

Also serum SERPINA3 levels were higher in T2D which leads to increase in permeability of

retinal microvascular endothelial cells, which are involved in the pathogenesis of T2D and/or

diabetic retinopathy. Also associated with acute renal allograft rejection [59–62].

Summary- This inhibits the activity of enzyme like proteases in neutrophils, and upregu-

lation of its expression level leads to increase in permeability of retinal microvascular leading

T2D. And it is also associated with acute renal allograft rejection.

PSMC5(Proteasome (Prosome, Macropain) 26S Subunit, ATPase, 5)- In normal cells it is

part of Ubiquitin- Proteasome complex which has a major role in targeting cellular proteins for

ATP dependent degradation by the 26S. In diseased cells functioning of this complex is either

less or absent in which primly leads to T2D [37, 38, 63].

Summary- This protein playes a major role in Ubiquitin- Proteasome complex which is in-

volved in targeting cellular proteins for ATP dependent degradation by the 26S, downregulation

of its expression leads to T2D.

ANPEP (alanine aminopeptidase):- In normal cells it is involved in the metabolism of regula-

tory peptides in renal tubular epithelial cells, and in diabetes is assumed as a primary biomarker

due to its increased presence in urine due to Renal tubular dysfunction which leads to T2D or

vice versa [64].

Summary- This protein acts as a biomarker due to increased concentration in urine due to

renal/kidney dysfunction leading T2D.

PDE3B(Phosphodiesterase 3)- In normal cells it works in insulin secretion, insulin signaling

pathway and fat metabolism. In diseased cells reduced expression of PDE3B in adipose tissue

acts as primary event in the development of insulin resistance [65].
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Summary- This protein playes important role in insulin resistance and insulin signaling

pathway, reduced expression leads to T2D.

0.2 Functional importance and interaction pattern of top contributing

nodes

These TCNs when looked for their functional properties are found to be significantly important

in DM-II. Among all the TCNs, SEL1L, SELS, PFKL and PFKP are associated with the glucose

stimulated insulin secretion. In disease state SEL1L and SELS proteins are found to be under-

expressed [108] whereas PFKL and PFKP over-express [88]. In addition to the above proteins,

C1S, YWHAE, CALM1, CALM2, CALM3 and MT-CO3 are also responsible for obesity in

turn regulating levels of insulin leading to insulin resistance in the body and thus contributing

to the occurrence the disease [110, 113, 114]. The proteins PSMD1, PSMD11, PSME1 and

PSMB8 form a complex in the proteosome accounting for ATP dependent protein degradation

and in disease state are found to be down regulated or absent which is directly related to obe-

sity and DM-II [63, 92]. Further, MT-ND5, MT-ND4, MT-ND1 and MT-ND6 collectively are

the components in the mitochondria involved in insulin signaling and resistance as well as al-

teration in the cell leading to DM-II [96]. Additionally, increased levels of AVPR2 leads to

glucose induced water loss in the body, hence leading to the disease state [93]. Protein HLA-

DQA1 plays a central role in immune system and over expression of this protein increases the

susceptibility to DM-II [111]. Furthermore, there are some TCNs localized but are not directly

involved with DM-II namely COL1A, COL3A1, H3.3B and H3F3B. These proteins are found

to play an important role in complications related to heart, lung and kidneys in turn leading to

the symptoms of DM-II like regulated levels of glucose absorption in blood and urinary com-

plications [89, 91]. A detailed functional information of all these proteins are discussed below.

Also, the functional properties discussed above demonstrates that these TCNs form complexes
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as they perform same kind of functions. e.g. proteosome complex (PSMD1, PSMD11, PSME1

and PSMB8), mitochondrial components (MT-NDs), collagen family (COL3A1 and COL1A)

and histone complexes (H3.3B and H3F3B), details of which are explained here.

Functional properties of disease proteins denoted as top con-

tributing node (D1)

PFKL and PFKP(Phosphofructokinase, Liver and platelet)- In normal cells these are sub-

units of enzyme called PFK which has key activity in glycolytic pathway and insulin secretion.

PFKL and PFKP are isoforms designated as M, P and L for muscle-, platelet-, and liver-type

isoforms, respectively. Over expression of PFKL and increased activity of PFK is associated

with altered insulin secretion and increased glycolysis rate [85–88].

Summary- These protein participates in glycolytic pathway and insulin secretion, Their

Over expression of leads to alteration in insulin secretion and glycolysis rate.

COL1A2 and COL3A1(Collagen alpha-2(I) chain and Collagen alpha-1(III) chain)- In

normal cells encodes one of the chains for type I collagen, the fibrillar collagen found in most

connective tissues, But in diseased cells due to decreased expressions leads to several heart and

lungs related complications [89, 90].

Summary- These proteins encodes chains for type I collagen in normal cells, But decreased

expression levels leads to several heart and lungs related complications.

H3.3B AND H3F3B(Histone H3) - In normal cells functions in transcription regulation, DNA

repair, DNA replication and chromosomal stability. In diseased cells due to some modifications

and alteder expression levels leads to several heart and renal complications [91].

Summary- These proteins participates in transcription regulation, DNA repair, DNA repli-

cation and chromosomal stability. Altered expression levels leads to several heart and renal

complications.
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PSMD1, PSMD11, PSME1, PSMB8(26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 1,

26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 11, Proteasome activator complex subunit

1, Proteasome subunit beta type-8)- These all proteins are subunits of proteasome complex

which participates in ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, which works in targeting cellular proteins

for ATP dependent protein degradation by 26s. In diseased cells functioning of this complex is

either less or absent which leads to obesity and T2D [2, 3, 37, 63, 92].

Summary- These proteins are involved in targeting cellular proteins for ATP dependent

protein degradation by 26s. But less or absent expression levels leads to obesity and then T2D.

Functional properties of disease proteins denoted as top con-

tributing node (D2)

AVPR2(Arginine vasopressin2)- It is a subunit of Arginine vasopressin (AVP) complex or

anti-diuretic hormone, it act as receptor v2 which is responsible for stimulating water retention.

Increased expression levels leads to cardio vascular complications, mortality and also limits

glucose-induced water loss in T2D [93–95].

Summary- This protein act as receptor v2, which is responsible for stimulating water re-

tention. Increased expression levels leads to cardio vascular complications, mortality and also

limits glucose-induced water loss in T2D.

MT-ND5, MT-ND4, MT-ND1, MT-ND6- These are subunits of respiratory complex 1 (NADH:

ubiquinone oxidoreductase) encoded by mitochondria. They participates in oxidative phospho-

rylation, ion exchange, cell signaling, insulin signaling and insulin resistance. Any alteration in

mitochondrial genome leads to T2D [96–102].

Summary- These proteins are involved in insulin signaling and insulin resistance. Alter-

ation in any of these proteins genome leads to T2D.

MT-CO3(Mitochondrially Encoded Cytochrome C Oxidase III)- This protein functions as
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an enzyme complex which playes vital roles in body weight regulation, in diseased cells due to

decreased expression levels leads to mitochondrial dysfunction, obesity, insulin resistance, and

T2D [103–107].

Summary- This protein functions as an enzyme complex which playes vital roles in body

weight regulation, in diseased cells due to decreased expression levels leads to mitochondrial

dysfunction, obesity, insulin resistance, and T2D.

SEL1L(Suppressor Of Lin-12-Like) and SELS/VIMP (Selenoprotein S/VCP-Interacting

Membrane Protein)- They are ER(endoplasmic reticulum) membrane protein, which functions

for retrotranslocation of misfolded proteins from the endoplasmic reticulum in normal cells, but

in diseased cells a deficiency of SEL1L and SELS causes systemic ER stress leading retarded

glucose-stimulated insulin secretion leading T2D [108, 109].

Summary- These proteins functions in retrotranslocation of misfolded proteins, Their de-

ficiency leads systemic ER stress leading retarded glucose-stimulated insulin secretion leading

T2D.

CALM1, CALM2, CALM3(Calmodulin 1,2,3)- These are members of the EF-hand calcium-

binding protein family (calmodulin) which plays vital role in Calcium/Calmodulin-Dependent

Protein Kinase II pathway responsible in insulin signaling. Their decreased expression levels

leads to insulin resistance and obesity causing T2D [110].

Summary- These proteins functions in Calcium/Calmodulin-Dependent Protein Kinase II

pathway. Their decreased expression levels leads to insulin resistance and obesity causing T2D.

HLA-DQA1(Major Histocompatibility Complex, Class II, DQ Alpha 1)- It plays a central

role in the immune system by presenting peptides derived from extracellular proteins. Class

II molecules are expressed in antigen-presenting cells (APC: B lymphocytes, dendritic cells,

macrophages). In diseased cells its increased expressions subsequently increases susceptibility

for T2D [111, 112].
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Summary- This protein plays important role in immune system, and in diseased cells its

increased expressions subsequently increases susceptibility for T2D.

C1S(Complement Component 1, S Subcomponent)- It is a serine protease that combines with

C1q and C1r to form C1. It plays an important role in the initiation of inflammatory process, in

diseased cells Upregulation of C1s expression in adipose cells leads obesity and insulin resistant

in T2D [113].

Summary- This protein is responsible for initiation of inflammatory process, upregulation

in its expression leads to obesity and insulin resistant.

YWHAE(tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, epsilon)-

In normal cells it functions in signal transduction by binding to phosphoserine-containing pro-

teins in insulin signaling and sensitivity, alteration in its expression levels leads to obesity and

T2D [114].

Summary- This protein functions in signal transduction and alteration in expression levels

causes defect in insulin secretion and sensitivity and obesity.
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Figure S1: Degree-CC Correlation. The degree-CC correlation for the normal (N-1 and N-2)

and disease (D-1 and D-2) networks showing negetive correlation and following power law.
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Figure S2: Nodes having CC-1. Degree distribution for the normal (N-1 and N-2) and disease

(D-1 and D-2) datasets for nodes having CC=1.
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Figure S3: Degree distribution. Degree distribution for the normal (N − 1 and N − 2) and

disease (D − 1 and D − 2) datasets following the power law behavior of GOE statistics.
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